Winter Issue
November ?
The plan is a Driving event at Sprockets Karting Center and dinner
afterwards. You can join us for one or hopefully both and make a day
of it. No dates or times as of yet but the information will be on the
website at www.bmwia.org no later than
November 1st *

December
This is the month of our Holiday Party and this year we are moving
the location East, actually Northeast, as Dave Ackley at Dan Kruse
BMW in Dubuque has invited us to take use their facility for our event.
Expect a great time in one of the nicest towns in Iowa as we again
gather to share some holiday spirit. A short program will be presented
and then, let the party begin. Yes, you guessed it. No firm dates and
times as of yet so please check our website after
November 1st *

January
Take the month off. I know “we” could use the break,
its been a busy year in the Iowa Chapter, and we are planning
for our biggest event of the year.
See Below.

February 1st 2003 5:30 — ?
This is it, our biggest event of the year! Make your plans now for
the BMW CCA Iowa Chapter Annual Meeting. If you have attended in
years past, you remember the door prizes, the interesting program
and all of the fun, right? So what is different this year? First of all,
your club is soundly in the financial black. We will be subsidizing the
cost of this event. Second of all, we are more than ready to celebrate
our success with a meeting to remember. Its going to be big! The location this year as promised is Eastern Iowa at the Holiday Inn at
Coralville. If I were you, I would just plan on staying the night, so get
those reservation made now and plan on joining in on the fun.
* Please excuse the absence of dates and times, confirmation available after November 1st at
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Tech

nique
By Doug Wittkowski

It’s that time of year again when most of us are either getting our cars ready for winter
driving and/or winter storage, or at least we should be. The usual things to check are listed
in your owners manual under Inspection 1. There are some extra tips I can give you to
make this winter much easier on you and your BMW, so here goes.
The number 1 answer to the question no one asks is YES, Bob you need winter tires.
They make so much difference in winter driving that you just might look forward to ice and
snow, okay that is complete nonsense, but please install winter tires on your BMW or
whatever you are driving this winter and you can thank me next spring, oh yes, that also
goes for all of you that will be driving a 4 wheel drive SUV’s or trucks, they help significantly with those high traction yet extremely unstable vehicles. Speaking of tires, if you are
lucky enough to store your BMW for the winter there are two things you can do to prevent
tire problems next spring. You can raise your car off the ground for storage or if that isn’t
on your list of things to do this fall increase the tire pressures to the maximum, say 50 psi
cold to prevent flat spotting from sitting all winter.
Number 2 are batteries. BMW original equipment batteries, which by the way are made
in North Carolina, are great for about 3 to 4 years and then have a very bad habit of going
kaput right out of the blue. If your battery is over 4 years old you are on borrowed time,
replace it with a quality aftermarket battery the Exide or Interstate variety and save yourself a winter headache. If your car will be in storage either pull your battery for inside storage or there is a great little tool called a battery tender that will keep your battery fully
charged and waiting for that first drive of the spring.
Appearance, well what can I tell you to keep that car looking good through the winter? To
be honest, if you put any kind of miles on her she will show the effects no matter what you
do. Your best bet is a late fall wax job and frequent water only rinses throughout the bad
weather. There are see-through vinyl protection appliqués out there but It has been my
experience that they don’t help all that much and in the end distract from the cars appearance just as much as a few sand and salt nicks. I know one member, who has a habit of
winning his class in the concours most years that drives his car throughout the winter and
his secret is to get on with his life and expect to do major paint touchups in the spring. This
might be the best solution. That and trying not to follow other vehicles too close is about
the best you can do for her. Hey, they are made to be driven and in my mind you should
enjoy the ride in all 4 seasons, life is to short to not drive your BMW whenever possible.
What about accessories? Maybe I’m getting old but these remote starter things look like
a great idea to me. I know they are fairly expensive but may look very cheap on that first
Iowa winter morning when the wind-chill is well below zero. If that doesn’t strike your fancy
I have had great luck with sheep skin seat covers, they look pretty tacky for year round,
but man, this upper Midwest winter thing is a matter of basic survival and anything that will
warm my bones faster on the afore mentioned mornings get a yes vote from me. If you are
lucky enough to own one of those BMW’s with heated seats and steering wheel, consider
yourself blessed and try not to rub it in. I do know they now make an add on kit for the
heated seats although I have no idea how well they perform.
A couple more obscure tips that might save you some winter grief this year. A good coat
of Rain X on all of the outside glass surfaces will make winter ice scraping a breeze. I
don’t know about you but just the thought of scraping ice in cold weather makes the hair
on my neck stand up. Last but not least, synthetic fluids. All BMW’s should have the engine, transmission and rear axle filled with the appropriate synthetic lubricants, especially
in winter. Winter driving is extremely hard on mechanical parts, in my opinion, harder than
anything your car will likely encounter the rest of the year, the sooner these lubricants start
working the better. Synthetics are the only way to go. She has been good to you, show her
some love, dudes.
Please excuse the nasty subject of winter in this issue but someone had to remind you. I
promise more fun in the next installment. Now, for those of you that say, “Oh, I like winter
what’s the big deal?” May you live your next life on the south pole and please
spare me the enthusiasm. :-)
ED.
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By Scott Smed

Joyce and I were at our first Oktoberfest in Colorado and having a great
time. The cars, the people, the activities, the giveaways from the organizations in the vendor area. I don’t know why I am signing up for all of this
stuff; I never win anything! Thursday night and it’s time for the drawings.
I want them to call my name for one of the raffle M3’s, I listen, nothing.
They draw for door prizes, again I listen and nothing, nada, zip. Then
they announce the drawing for the tickets to the USGP at Indianapolis
given by the BMW Foundation and the Hoosier Chapter of the CCA. I
think about how we had talked about going and just last week told our
friends, Jan and Candy Gerber, how we would not be able to make it this
year, lack of time and funds. They draw the name and I can see them
mouth the name to each other. I look at Joyce and say, “did he just say
my name?” Is there anyone here from the Iowa Chapter? I say yes and
again look at Joyce. “Anyone here from Mason City, Iowa?” Again I say
yes, only a little louder. Then they ask, “Are you Scott?” OOOHHH
YEAH!!! This is so cool. People congratulate me and offer to go with
me. You can’t believe how many new friends I have. Joyce tells them all
that her ticket may be for sale to the highest bidder. Ha ha, she is going
to have to go do even more car related stuff this year. Now that we have
tickets, we will have to make some calls and reset our vacation plans.
There is no way that I am going to pass on this second chance. The
drawing not only included tickets to the race, but parking and food at the
Hoosier chapter corral.
A couple of months pass as the anticipation of seeing the big boys play
at the track grows. I have fun teasing Tony Wiles about going to the
race. He thinks the whole thing is a joke being played on him as we had
recently done on his brother Russ. It is amazing how much pain can be
caused to a die-hard BMW man when you tell him you sold your BMW to
buy an Audi and drive him through the car lots to look at them. If you are
not familiar with this story, ask me to tell it to you sometime.
We arrive in Indianapolis on Thursday afternoon and head to the track.
Activity is furious all around as final weekend preparations are being
made inside and out of the entire speedway area. We did some shopping and heard about a personal appearance by Ralf Schumacher at the
mall downtown that night. We decided to see if we could get an autograph. By the time we got there, the line was getting long, and since he
was only to be there for about 30 minutes, we were not too optimistic
about getting to see him. We got in line anyway and since my luck had
not yet run out, we got to the table and had him sign my BMW-Williams
flag with a couple of minutes to spare. He sure does look bigger on TV.
Friday dawned with the remnants of tropical storm Isidor moving through
the area. The end of the rain left a fog that would stay until the afternoon. We arrive at the Hoosier chapter corral for breakfast and chat with
some old and new BMW friends before heading to the track to see the
first of the F1 practice sessions. This corral is a really in a great location.
They are only about 3 blocks from the entrance to the track with secure
parking and less than a 10-minute walk. We decided to take a seat
across from the BMW-Williams garage area to watch the first session
and view the activity. The first thing you notice about the F1 cars is that
they sound exactly like they do on TV, only more so. In the grandstand
location, even with earplugs, they absolutely SCREAM when they zip
past on the front straight. As we are just settling in, Rubens Barrichello
slams the wall in turn 13 on his first lap and the mangled Ferrari slides in
front us for an interesting photo opportunity. Hey, things are looking up!
He isn’t hurt, one Ferrari down, the sun is coming out, and the BMW’s
are running fast. It’s going to be a good day. Michael Schumacher soon
Continued on page 7...

Hamilton for Secretary!
You know it’s the right thing to do

Another Cooooool School
The club’s September installment of driving school was even more fun than the first. We would like to thank
all of you that came out for the fun as well as the many hours that were put in by all the
volunteers that made both schools a big success.
Some of those folks were…
Tony Wiles, Dana Schrader, Fred Bell, Martha Wittkowski, Doug Wittkowski, Sheridan White, The Missouri
Valley Chapter, Scott Hamilton, Marlene Churchill, Jon Volz, Janine Volz, Mike Benge, Ralph Briggs, Scott
Blazey, Dave Brennan, Jim Simpson, Dave Johnson, Jeff High, Tim Peterson,
Mike Bartley, Russ Wiles, Siraj Podiikunju and
I’m sure we have forgotten a few more.
Think it was fun this year...Wait until next year!

Okay, what we need to learn first is never, ever, ever scare your
instructor!

Does this look like fast company to you?
Where is the #%^&*# coffee?

It’s obviously been a very hard day at the
track...

You know Siraj? I think I liked you much better when you were a slow
novice. Remember how easy you were on brakes and tires.
Who taught you how to drive?...Oh yeah...him

Welcome Our New Members…
Simpson Motorsports
Business Card Ad

Use B&W version of supplied business card

THE HUNT FOR NEXT OCTOBER
Or, how to win a car…

Tyler Famer 98 M3
M Paul Strottmann 98 540i
Ian & Beverly McLaren M3 & 320i
Kelly Ault
Duane Smith
LeRoy Plank 2002 M3
Tom Fanquier 2002 Z3

By: Mark “Doc” Rechnic

Serendipity is the word. My 1st ever '02 Fest West in San Luis Obispo, September 2001. It's not that I didn't
know I was a “2002 guy” all along, I just wasn't aware how deep I was into '02-ism, not like those people who go
to club meetings and events all the time. Doug Wittkowski and Jay Read were there with their hunting hats and
high hopes of driving a sweet '02 home to Iowa, but it wasn't working out like they'd planned. I was a bit surprised that they were willing to hear what my thoughts were about those '02's, after all I'm not a mechanic, not in
the car business, and I'd never even been to a Fest. I was there with my 1969 1600 Cabrio. I guess that was
good enough for credentials, especially after Doug found out there were 4 other '02's at home.
But there we were, Doug looking a little disappointed, and I, sympathetic to his plight. Sympathetic enough to
have offered whatever limited knowledge I had (compared to the '02 Guru's I've known) to help
in the effort which was after all, strictly charitable. Little did we know...
An email friendship developed over the next few months. An Internet search found John Singleton's Sahara
2002 in what seemed like no time at all after the Fest West. That story has been told already; everyone who
looked at the car, either in person or by email and photos could hardly believe how nice it was. Too nice, in fact.
Too nice? Did he say that??
Yes. It almost didn't happen because the car was too nice to give away. I'll say this; anyone who appreciates
'02's could not look away from that car. Mr. Singleton was apprehensive about his project going to a home that
wouldn't love it. Besides, it was a bit over the chapter's budget, and the original search was for a tii. So again, it
almost didn't happen. Doug tried to get me to buy it and give it a good home, and I can't say I wasn't tempted. I
mean really tempted. Three things prevented it. 1st, I already had 5 '02's at home at the time. Second, it just wasn't right, just unfair to start out with a charitable event and then 'use it' to scoop up a sweet little '02. Then there
was still the issue of finding the right car for the raffle. If this wasn't "the one", than I don't know what "the one"
looks like, and I still made the commitment to locate the next contender. I was sure that would drive me over the
edge.
I did the only thing I could do. I threatened to buy the car if Doug and Jay didn't. That wasn't enough though.
That's what they wanted. So I did the next only thing I could do, which was to assure them that if they couldn't
raise enough money on the raffle sales to make it worth it (can you believe they were worried about that?), that I
would take it off their hands (never considered that would ever happen). Then, there was concern that they
should offer a cash prize in the event the winner 'didn't want the prize'. Well that was the last thing I would believe. A, how could you not want that car, and B, if you didn't, why did you buy a raffle ticket?? So I promised I
would back them up financially in the remote event that the impossible was possible. And with that, the deal was
done.
PART TWO
(In the next issue)

REMEMBER

Churchill for Secretary!
It’s time for a change...

Send the editor your E-mail address to
recieve important club information and updates

New additions to the Family
If you have a new, or new to you ,BMW .
We would love to see it !

Bavarian ad

Note:
New Artwork included in this months packet
Run this ad continuously until further notice

President Dave Brennan and
his new daily road warrior, a
beautiful 1996 328is

Friends Helping Friends
Our chapter, our club, What does it really boil down to? A very diverse group of people that share something in common, an interest in BMW’s.
From first time owners that just love the car so much that they want to share the news with someone that understands. Or in some cases veteran owners who are happy that we again have an organized Iowa contingent. A broad range of interests from high speed track events to concours level detailing, expert autocrossers to folks that just need another social outlet. What ever the reason it is friends helping friends. Giving advise on automotive
questions, driving events, mechanical abnormalities, or where to go for dinner. From experts in the financial field that help with club business to Computer experts that help with our website or IT needs. We even have a club physician. We have called upon members from around Iowa to help us with
different areas of interest to the club and its members so…What are your strong skills? Could you possibly help us? What do we need? Glad you
asked.
We could use volunteers and or experts in these areas…

Webmaster: Someone who would like to take our very nice site to the next level and keep it updated ?
Tax Professional: We are occasionally in need of IRS related advice that pertain to the clubs non-profit status?
Our biggest need at the moment? Party People… Our Holiday party will be held in Dubuque Iowa this year and we
need members that would help coordinate that event.
As always, we LOVE new ideas for events, any member who has an idea or would like to help out with any of the
above? Please contact any of the board members listed on Page 2 of the NewsWerks.

IM

AutoProbe

Automotive Performance in your Palm
IM Technology Inc / Iowa Motorsports Inc
www.im-technology.com 515 327 1177
OBD II Diagnostic Scan Tools
Mobil 1 lubrication products
Hawk Performance and Performance Friction brakes

Continued from page 3…
ends that by only making a couple of laps, taking the fast time and calling it a day. Oh well, there is plenty of time to work on the BMW’s and
get them out front.
We wander around the track to get different perspectives of the corners and try to determine where we would like to sit the next time we
want to come here. We settle in on the entrance to the back straight
on the berms. The second thing that you notice about an F1 car that
you don’t get from TV is the acceleration of these cars. Now, our modern BMW’s come equipped with these new high tech gizmos like stability control, dynamic breaking control, SMG and traction control that
come from the technology derived from racing. Let me tell you that the
traction control on my 330ci doesn’t seem to work or sound anything
like that of these cars. I liken the sound of an F1 traction control system to that of angry gravel in a can being shaken and amplified. As the
car launches from the corner, you can hear the crackle of the engine
timing being adjusted a thousand times a second at a frequency you
can feel in your chest. Joyce thinks it sounds relaxing and promptly
falls asleep for an hour nap as the cars whisk by our location. She is
an equal opportunity sleeper as she also drifts off to NASCAR on Sundays and a few years back, to the deep grumble of the Panoz being
flogged around the streets at the Minneapolis Grand Prix.
Saturday we are back for more of the same. One of the bonuses to
being at the BMW corral this morning was the arrival of Ralf’s car from
last year, which was made available for display by BMW. The car was
flown to the US to be delivered for a car show in Chicago, accidentally
shows up in Indy, and is missing the nose cone. Without that, BMW
didn’t want to ship it off for the show so their loss was our gain. I am
sure that some Fed Ex employee has a really great nose hanging on
his basement wall. We also watched the qualifying and races for the
support series that were present. There is also a parade of famous
past Grand Prix cars including Mario Andretti’s 1978 John Player Special and one of my long time favorites, Jackie Stewart’s Tyrell Elf car
from the late 60’s.
The third thing that you notice about an F1 car is the braking ability.
How do these guys keep their bladders in place under deceleration?
No wonder they only do a few laps at a time and go back to the garage
area. Sitting at corner one, at the end of the long front straight, I can
see they are breaking from around 200 MPH around the 50 marker.
The 50 marker for god’s sake!! For those of you, who go to driving
schools, think about how fast you are going and what point you brake
at when you get to the end of the front straight. And we thought our
BMW’s stop pretty good.
The international flavor of the event is tremendous. The languages,
flags, and pride of heritage are all evident by those in attendance. We
especially liked the Montoya fans from Columbia draped in flags and
playing drums and cowbells and chanting whenever Juan came out of
the pits or was interviewed.
Race day came and we took our seats for the support races, driver
introduction parade and playing of the National Anthem. Hey, I know
those people! Sitting in the same section as us was fellow Iowa Chapter members, Dave and Colin Brighton. We hadn’t seen them since
O’Fest and had no idea that they were going. Not unusual as we had
run into quite a few people we knew during the weekend. All those
people and it is still such a small place. As for the race, you all know
how that one ends. Pretty much on lap two, when the two BMWWilliams cars came together in turn one. Playing catch-up is never
easy, but Montoya gave it a valiant effort and almost caught the
McLaren Mercedes of David Coulthard for third place. If there were a
handful more laps to the length of the race, things may have been different. The final lap was also interesting as Rubens came out ahead of
Michael Schumacher for the win in another controversial Ferrari win.
If you should ever have the chance to attend this event, I wholeheartedly advise to go. Also, I would tell you to take advantage of the Hoosier Chapter’s BMW corral as they put on a very good party for the entire weekend. You will have a wonderful time, whether you root for
BMW or not. As for us, we will be back. Joyce is always looking for a
good excuse for a nap.

Located in beautiful Dubuque, Iowa. Our states
very first city.
Dan Kruse BMW has earned BMW’s Center of
Excellence award which is the highest ranking of
combined sales and service customer satisfaction.
Master Technician Dave Baumann has been
with Dan Kruse for over 30 years! BMW NA
ranks Dave the #1 BMW Master Technician in
the entire Midwest region!
Experience Dan Kruse BMW for your next
BMW service or parts need.
Contact Dave Ackley at Dan Kruse BMW for
your next new or previously owned BMW.

Dan Kruse BMW
645 Century Drive
Dubuque, Iowa 52002
Dave Ackley BMW Sales Manager
daveackley@mail.dankruse.com
1-800-373-2277 ext. 250

Navigation, DSC, DBC, and a warm butt… No sound?
A rant by Doug Wittkowski

Looking though the list of electronic goodies that are available or come standard on the average BMW these days
is amazing. From navigation systems to heated steering wheels these cars seem to do it all for you electronically.
The new 745 even offers magic fingers in the seats for an “on the road” body massage without actually making a
slight detour to your nearest truck stop, now that is a cool device. That being said, has BMW missed the boat on
some of the basic electronic equipment most of us use every day? Yes, its time for another rant, and dare I say its
aimed right at our favorite car company, BMW.
I understand the Germans (being one myself) focus on driving experience and engineering over everything else
and I agree completely with the premise, in fact I’d like them to start making cars much more sparsely equipped.
The newest M3 is a good example. A truly wonderful car that has gained way too much weight in its latest addition, most of that due to a slight increase in size but also due to goodies that were not needed. Drive by wire throttle and sport mode? Hello, when I buy an M3 I don’t need a button to be in sport mode as I fully expect to be in
sport mode most of the time and can adjust my driving style to fit the given situation. But, even I will agree most
of technical goodies on this car make it more enjoyable as a daily driver. I have spent a considerable amount of
time behind the wheel of a 2002 M3 with SMG this past year (thanks to a very good friend) and in my opinion it is
the finest road car I have ever driven and the very best all around car that BMW sells. I don’t care that much for the
styling and it is way out of my price range on the new market but it is the BMW in my book.
So what is my complaint? Sound systems, in short. You would think that in a car like a BMW that sells at an average price of around $40k you would find a wonderful sound system. The truth is they are not close to being average in their class and are sub-par to many cars selling for a fraction of that cost. I enjoy the sound of the BMW’s
mechanicals as well as the next guy but for travel and when you are stuck in traffic it is sure nice to pop in your
favorite CD and take it in some high fidelity sound. If you own a late model BMW you had better stop by Target or
Kmart for a $99 boom box because the idea of high fidelity in a factory BMW sound system is frankly, a joke, and
the joke is on us. Now, I know many of you have upgraded your systems with state of the art speakers or different
head units and know exactly what I’m talking about but don’t you think a BMW buyer deserves at least a run of the
mill premium sound system as standard equipment?
I was spending some time the other day in and out of many different cars doing some minor diagnostic work. It
was a very hot day and I was running the air conditioning and listening to various automakers sound systems
along the way. What I heard was a shock to my own system. Here I was, a Bimmer guy to the core, and every car I
sat in had a better sound system than the best from BMW, I’m not talking about premium luxury cars here, the
best of the best was an Oldsmobile for Gods sake!
What is BMW doing about this problem? I have no idea what they are doing about improving there sound systems, although I have noticed that they have made them almost impossible to replace with the size and placement
of the head units. Real cute, BMW. They do offer a premium $700+ to the standard system on some models which
adds extra speakers and a high power amplifier that does nothing more than make it a more powerful yet just as
muddy sounding system, what’s up with that?.
Dear Munich, surely a company that has the technology to allow us to drive way to deep into a corner yet electronically save our warmed butts has the ability to equip these superior driving machines with something close to
a great sound system, or at least an option to buy them sans the whole system so that we can do it ourselves?
Otherwise, keep up the good work.
That’s just my opinion and I could be wrong… What do you think?
Okay, some people take this driving school thing
seriously. We sure appreciate Tim Peterson and
the Flagenwagen crew coming from South Dakota to help with our Iowa Chapter school.

J&J Motorsports
Business Card Ad

FOR SALE
CARS

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

1976 2002 4spd, sunroof, 320i rims, new brakes, clutch, rear

1985 528e Parting out, E-mail for inquires at

shocks, very good mechanicals, needs some body work, minor
rust. Call Jack $2,000 OBO 515 277-8562 or 515 865 5691

wild4wheels@mchsi.com

1 Set Eibach ProKit Springs for 1995 BMW M3, new in box,

1984 533i 165k miles White/Brown leather, 5spd, a nice driver

$200 obo wittawerks@se-iowa.net

that needs some attention for sale or seeking good parts source
in the Omaha area. $1,000 obo. Robert at nebcaboy@msn.com

UUC Performance Exhaust for most E36 6 cyl. models in-

1989 635CSI,113K miles Salmon Silver/grey, Zendor rear
wing, Alpine w/6CD changer bazooka subwoofer prem. Sound.
Auto, sunroof, brake pads at 4K, new battery, water pump &
clutch fan, ABS $10,000 Contact john_peavey@hotmail.com

1989 Honda CRX-SI ex-IMSA Firehawk endurance/SCCA
ITA race car. Full cage, race seat, panasports, konis, hawks,
kuhmos. Fun car! $4,000. Contact Scott at 641 424 8454 or
joyceandscott@earthlink.net

1991 325i New tires, water pump, great sound system. The
bad news is, it has a cracked cylinder head. It needs a good
home, Best Offer, Matt 515 274 9513

1993 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited, leather, CD, loaded
128,000 miles. Asking $6,250. E-mail Alison Bell
atbmwchickm3@hotmail.com

1997 M3 Coupe Cosmos black/black leather 36K miles 5 spd,
Certified warranty till 8/22/03 or 100K. Sunroof, 6 CD changer,
heated seats, keyless, cruise, trip computer, dual zone climate
control, pwr windows/seats. Excellent condition . $26,500 St.
Louis. Contact Stu at 618 277 4580 or stukienlen@charter.net

2000 323i Orient blue/Sand leather, 5spd, Heated seats, Sun-

cluding M3, DTM tips, sounds great and looks cool. On car less
than one year $800 new $600 obo Will not ship.
wittawerks@se-iowa.net

K-Mac front camber adjustment plates for E36 3 series-$240;
Weathertech trunk mat for E36 3 series-$40
Scott @ joyceandscott@earthlink.net or 641 424 8454

BMW Fold-up Bike, 24 speeds, LIKE NEW retails for $995
asking $650 contact david.trachtenberg@mchsi.com

1986 528e Parting Out-front end damage. Have door with
PW/PL glass & panels; back window w/defroster; factor radar detector; all AC parts & tail lights. Call or e-mail Dave at 563-2884206 daveg@stevensind.com
E36 winter tires and wheels, 4 Blizzak WS-50 205/60R/15 tires
mounted on Borbet type B aluminum wheels. One winter and only
3000 miles. will fit all E36 318, 325, 328, 1992-1999. Get ready
for winter for only $450+ shipping Also…
Soundgate BMW to Sony CD changer adapter allows you to
connect a Sony CD changer to all pre-wired E36 BMW’s. Was $140
new I want $80. I also have a Sony 10 disc changer and E36
mounting bracket to sell for $125 or both for $185 + shipping.
Contact Dennis 319 833 9087 or jarchowdennis@johndeere.com

roof, HK sound, CD, 17” wheels, 21k miles, Very Clean.
Mark 515 299 2995, 515 669 6087, holmes1023@msn.com

Wanted

Help?

1991-93 325ic Black, auto or 5spd. In good condition. Call
Joel at 515 224 7482

The national Club Archive is looking for Oktoberfest or chapter
trophies, shirts, pins, posters, etc. from the past, for the new
BMW CCA Archive/Museum. Do you have something of
interest for donation? Contact Michael at the national office at:
864 250 0022 mmitchell@roundel.org.

Iowa Chapter website sponsored by: International Travel Associates

www.bmwia.org Check it out !

2003 BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND BY-LAW REVISIONS BALLOT
President: Dana Schrader, Urbandale

[]

Vice President: Mike Benge, Cedar Rapids

[]

Scott Hamilton, Des Moines

[]

Treasurer: Fred Bell, West Des Moines

[]

Marlene Churchill, Des Moines

[]

Secretary: vote for one

Directors-at-Large: vote for three
Tom Clark, Somewhere in Eastern Iowa

[]

Greg Maitre, Clive

[]

Scott Smed, Mason City

[]

Jason Smith, Cedar Rapids

[]

Return Ballot by January 15, 2003 to Iowa
Chapter BMW Club, PO Box 42113, Des
Moines, 50322 or bring your completed ballot
to the Annual Meeting on February 3, 2003.

The Board of Directors is recommending, to the membership, the following By-Law Revisions:
1. That the by-laws be amended to state that the Club Webmaster will be an appointed position to the Board of Directors
(the same as the Driving Event Coordinator and the Newsletter Editor position)
[ ] APPROVE
[ ] DISAPPROVE
2. That the by-laws be amended to allow for voting via electronic means for both the Board of Directors and the general
membership.
[ ] APPROVE
[ ] DISAPPROVE

MEMBER NAME______________________________MEMBERSHIP NUMBER_____________________

P.O. Box 42113
Des Moines IA 50322

Volume 4
No.6
November
2002
Give Thanks

